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It is an unfortunate fact that the history of Poman
Society has, in the main, been restricted to a delineation of the
higher class. It is not a difficult matter to find descriptions
of the luxurious living of the kings and noblq^ien; nor is it
impossible to find material concerning the slaves^^but the class
that consists of trades people, and small professional men is the
one that is generally neglected. From the epigrams of Martial we
obtain not only the lives of rich and noble men but also of the
poor and humble, he faithfully protrays the Roman of all classes.
He describes the dress which the Roman citizen wore, the structure
and furnishings of the house, the banquet in which he shared. We
also find descriptions of the public resorts, the amusements of
the crowd, the festivals and the institutions of slavery. For the
sake of convenience v/e have grouped these various phases under
general headings.
(a) Government.
It was nearing the end of the ru.le of the so called twelve
Caesars when Martial flourished; and on one of the vainest rulers
did he pour forth all the praises his pen r.ould furnish. It is
not the fault of Martial if vie do not admiththat Domitian v^as the
embodiment of all human virtues; in fact tn-:, only thing Domitian
gains in our favor is that he ?/as insensible to the shameless

flatterj^; thr RmperOTf^'had go gained control of affairs that
although at first they were only called Gods, they were finally
considered as such (l). There were many temples erected to
Domitian's honor and in theni were placed his images. Although
the mler was much concerned in his orm welfare, it is evident
that conquest had a prominent place in the policy and rule, of
Domitian. I.Iartial tells us in a lauditory epigram of many military
achievements which the emperor had carried on. We find reference
to his conquest of the Sarmatiqns(? ) , of expeditions into Germany
(3) and his victory over the Thracians (4)^ Domitian's policy
was imdoubtedly one of kindness in regard to foreigners for if we
are to believe l.iartial_^we find (5) that no race was so distant
or sobarbarcus that it had no spectator in Rome. The Sarmatians,
the cultivators of Rhodope, the Arabians, the Sabeans, the
Gicilians, dripping in their own perfume, the Etheopians and
Sicambrians with twisted hair, all of these were present. There
was much freedom allowed in many ways. Rigid court etiquette was
not observed and the emperor mixed freely vath his people. There
was a general spirit of cosmopolitanism present; this is particul—
.'.a.rly evident in the case of Martial and the emperor, --=^« for it
(1) Book V - 3 -65.
(2) Book VII - 6.
(3) Book VII - 7.
(4) Book VII - 8.
(5) De Spectaculls 3.
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must be remembered that Lartial^ a Spaniard by birth, and a Roman
citizen only by. adoption was the subject of the bestovml of many
favors from the hand of Domitian. Partial also tells us that
the same leniency that was allowed at home was a part of the pol-
icy for the Roman dependencies.
(b) Morality.
The subject of morality amon^ the Romans must necessarily
be sub-divided because it includes too many phases to be discussed
in its entirety. With the Romans of Martial's day those who
had not adopted the Christian religion, had for the most part
only morality as their guide. In a philosophic way this morality
fixed the standards of their every day life. In the first place
integrity may be considered. This virtue was regarded as a law
and it was the part of every Roman citizen to be an honest and a
truthful man; but as times became more corrupt the passionate
love for money over came all respect of right; perjuries, forger-
ies, and other crimes were committed for sake of profit. In an
epigram address to Caecilianus, Martial clearly shows the tendency
of the day when he says: " I have bought a farm in the country
for a great sum of money: 1 ask you, Caecilianus, to lend me a
hundred thousand sesterces. Do you make me no answer? I believe,
you are saying within yourself " You" will not repay me." It is
for that reason, Caecilianus , that I ask you. (1)
(1) Book VI - 5.

Bribary was also prevalent and it v/as probably v/orst
among the higher classes. In an epigram written on Mark Antony
we find, *' An impious soldier was corrupted by your accursed gold
,
and for so much money procured you the silehce of a single tongue"
(1) There are occasionally complaints as to the honesty of trades
people and of the middle class. The quotation just given (1)
shows that the corruption of the soldiery was prevalent. The
difficulty of making money honestly and the extravagant mode of
living are the causes ascribed to many of the money evils. These
causes gave the impetus to the profession of legacy huntings for
it became a profession. It furnished the occasion for flatteries
and was the cause for Partial 's servile flattery of his patrons.
Thus " Gapitatio " or pursuit of inheritances actually became
an art in Rome; there were even established rules ~6r methods of
procedure. The financial parasites generally made it their
business to court some wealthy bachelor, humor his fancies, run or
his errands, give him presents, pray for his good health and long
for him to die. The competition was so strong that the art was
brought to a high stage of perfection and there was nothing too
degrading to attain the desired end. The reward of all these
labors was a will made in the applicant's favor; this favor was
sometimes so difficult to attain that it tried the patience of
the favmer. The following epigram will illustrate;" Thirty times
in this one year, Charinus, while you have been arranging to
(1) Book V - 69.
II.
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make your will, have 1 sent you cheese cakes dripping with
liyblaen thyrae. I am ruined; have pity on me at length, Charinus,
Make your will less often, or do that once for all, for which
you cough is ever falsely leading ug to hope. I have emptied
my coffers and my purse. Had I been richer than Croesus, Charinus
1 should become poorer than Irus, if you so frequently devour
my poor repast'.' (l) If the parasite v/as in the particular favor
of his patron he was often shown the will. Martial tells us
of one of his own experiences in that line:- " You tell me,
Catullus, that 1 am your heir*, 1 shall not believe it, Catullus,
till I read it". (2) This professional begging for a purpose
became so prevalent that finally a law was passed which prohibit-
ed the showing of wills. (3) In some instances the man, whose
favor was being sought, imposed on his devotees and he, instead
of these parasites became the gainer. Evidently Martial was one
time a victim of this sort for he begs Clytus, a man who persists
in having eight birth-days in one year^ " to have some sense of
moderation, and to let there be some limit to his rapacity(4).
Many of the citizens were idle, extravagent
, luxurious and
greedy for gain. They considered that the things that made life
happy were, "Y/ealth not gained by labor, but inherited; lands that
(1) Book V - 39.
(2) Book Xll - 73.
(3) Inge, M. A. -Society in Rome under Caesars.
(4) Book VIII - 64.
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bring no ill returns; freedom from litigation; a quiet mind; a
healtjiy constitution; neither to fear death nor seek it (1^ Be-
cause of this attitude the noble pursuits of life and many liberal
arts were lacking. One of the strange contradictions of the time
considering the morality of the family, was the fact that child-
lessness was considered an hono-r and a childless man passed for
one possessing exceptional virtue. It is easy to see the
depraving influence of a condition like that. It lowered the
standards of marriage and for a time threatened the existence of
the Roman State. (2) Finally Bomitian established a law which
granted to a father of three children born at Rome, four in Italy
and five in the provinces, exemption from certain personal taxes.
(3) This right, as a favor was granted Martial by Domitian, (4)
Divorce and marriage were practiced without much regard as to its
seriousness. There seems to have been no limit in the mind of
the Romans as to the number of times one should be married.
Martial in a very satirical passage to Phileros thus speaki
Your seventh wife Phileros, is now being buried in your field.
Mo mans field brings him greater profit than yours." (5) In one
of the other epigrams he also speaks of the woman who had buried
(1) Book X - 47.
(2) Inge.
(3) Merivaley History of Romans under the Empire. Vol.11.
(4) Book IX - 97.
(5) Book X - 43.

seven husbands; (l) besides these examples he suggests that Fabius
7/ho buried his wives and Chrestilla her husbands should be united
so that then there will be a common funeral for them." (2)
Marriages seemed to have been so easy that it was not looked
upon as a sacred institution and even religion was silent in
quelling the immorality of the time; and in this Rome was more
corrupt than the provinces. Martial himself was very harsh in
his opinion of marriage and from the tenor of the epigrams alone
we should be left in doubt as to whether he ever married;' he seenit
to think there were not very many pure marriages, but we can not
take him too literally for he was a satirist. He tells us of the
happy marriages of Arri^and Paetus and of Arria^s great devotion
to her husband, (5) He also begs that Kyiren will be propitious
in the marriage of Claudia Peregrina and Rufus for he believes
it is purely a love match. (4) Martial is very harsh in his
criticism and from the majority of his epigrams in which women
are mentioned^we might almost be lead to believe that all women
were impure; but in almost ever case he condemns immorality
in them. There are some evidences of really virtuous women
mentioned. He tells us of " Laevina, who was so chaste that she
rivaled the Sabine women of old and was more austere than her
(1) Book IX - 15.
(3) Book VIII- 43.
(3) Book 1-13.
(4) Book IV - 13. '
«I
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stern husband. (1) Another phase to be considered in the purity
of the Roman people is the question of murder. As a matter of
the
course it was condemned by the law but nevej;;less it was practiced
Poisoning of wives and husbands was very prevalent. Martial shows
this in his half humorous denunciation in the following words:
" Inscripsit tumulis septem scelerata viron.im Se fecisse, Chloe
Q,uid pote simplicus?" Like many another evil of this period
poisoning became an art and professional poisoners found plenty
of occupation. Martial once compares Galla a neglectful mother
with Pontia, (2) a woman whom Juvenal says poisoned her own
children (3), In an epigram addressed to Pontia, Martial tells
her that?* he will not eat or give to anyone else to eat the thruFli,
slice of cheese cake or any other dainties that she sent him
"for feer that he may be poisoned.
Martial says little about religion. From history we know
that at this period the Christian religion had been scattered all
over the Roman world. There still existed some observation-' of
old religious rites, in the celebrations given in honor of certain
Gods. There seems to have still been sooth -sayers but very little
respect was paid them and there was almost no belief in their
prophecies.
(1) Book 1-62.
(2) Bpok II - 54.
(3) Juvenal Satires VI - 637.
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The omens were at this late date only considered a part
of public life and were left out of private affairs with a few
exceptions, V/hat kartial's attitude may have been we cannot
determine for one time he openly ridiculed a Tuscan sooth-sayer
(1) but in another instance when the emperor is concerned, he
seems to have had some belief in the omens. In this case " Veliuii
while accompanying Caesar on his notthern expedition, vowed, for
the safety of the leader
, to immolate a goose to Mars." The
expedition vms successful and because of it Partial tells us that
the goose itself hastened to the sacred altar, a willing victim.
And in the entrails of the bird, it is claimed, were found eight
medals which signified the eight months spent on the expedition,
(2) This incident shows that there was still some belief in
omens. The silver medals convinced the Romans that peace would
prevail and they would no longer be in need of the sword (steel)
(3) .
The temples of the Gods were still maintained but rather
as repositories for spoils of war, for gifts and for works of
art. The temple of Janus still existed and though it had been
closed for many years, the office of Janus as the Cod of Seasons
was still refered to. All together this religion of Martial age
was a mixture of paganism and philosophy with not enough of eithe *
(1) Book 111 - 24,
(2) Book IX - 31.
(3) Book IX - 1.
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to fix an established basis for a real religion,
(c) Literature.
As has been stated the literary geniuses of this age
had been limited to a very few. This number includes Martial,
who was preeminent in his kind of work, Statius, Quintlian,
Tacitus and Pliny; of these men Martial was very jealous, with
one exception, Pliny
. Because of the custom of patronage the
writers indulged in the most abject flattery. This is evident
in Martial's writings about Domitian and the other men whom he
flattered for mercenary motives* In consequence of this the
literature is pervertai by affectation, hollow rhetoric and a
constant aim to gain favors. Martial shows us many of the trials
of a poeus lire. In the first place the pursuit of literature
enough
was not profitabley^for the income from it alone, to support a
man, because of the extravagence of the time. Martial tells us
of the unscrupulous plagiarism of poor vnriters; he tells us that
poems of skillful v^riters were often bought and printed as the
productions of the buyer's; with skillful satire he urges one
such, a plagiarist, to buy not only the book but the authors
silence (1) if he wishes to attain fame. In contrast to this
scheme some unscrupulous writers had the equally dishonest habit
of fathering their own trifling productions under the name of
some great literary genius. On account of this the jealousy of
(1) De Spectaculis - 2.
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the poets was great. Martial was always quarreling with and
accusing some one of plagiarizing his verses. He tells Celer
that he does not dare to recite epigrams for him because Celer
does not wish to hear them but to learn them that he may recite
them as his own. (1) I.iartial ridiculed his poorer comtemporaries
by saying that they viere poetasters, who tried to gain inspiration
by eating laurel leaves. (2) Literature by this time became the
mean of publicly praising friends or denouncing men who did not
sufficiently favor the author; in fact such material almost
completely occupied the time of I.iartial so that he lost sight
of literary art. All the literature carried obscenity and ser-
vility to excess; and one of these faults was as disgusting
as the other.
(d) Grades of iiociety.
In the protray&l of the different classes of Roman societj
Martial particularly excels ; and it is this knowledge of people
and their manners that gives him prei^minence. At the beginning
of the rule of the Caesars the class distinction has been great
in Rome but as their dynasty held sway, from ruler to ruler the
separation of classes was less and less marked, until we come to
the time of Domitian when we find even the emperor mingling free-
ly with his courtiers. (3) But we find that Domitian did consider
(1) Book 1-66.
(2) Book 1 - G3.
(3) Martial's Epigrams Translated. Pub. by Geo. Bell &Son
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some what class distinction for he reverted to the old plan of
only knights holding the positions of trust, such as secretary.
These propositions had in the reign cf some of the emperors
been held by freedmen.
The classes of society can, be considered separately aftei
a certain fashion but at this period they overlap to a great
extent. We can first make a division according to the friends
of the emperor. We can consider the senators and magnates as one
class, the knights and those of less exalted rank as the second
class and favorites of the emperor, certain poets, rhetoricans
,
philosophers and wits as the third class. (l)
Formerly the senators had been very powerful and influent-
ial in the affairs of the state but at this time they had greatly
decreased in honor and wealth. They had become so impoverished
that often they had to be aided by the state in order to keep up
their rank. Special seats v/ere reserved at the theatre for
them^also at the public games j and they were allov/ed to dine at
the capitol at public expense. The edict of the emperor made the
assignment of seats an* established rule. (2) A limit of
1,200,000 sesterces was fixed as to the amount of money that a
senator had to possess to retain his ranl^. This was intended to
exclude the poor man so that it made the senate a body of rich
(1) Inge - Roman Society.
(2) Book V - 8
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men; many of them were extravagantly wealthy and owned estates
and mines in the provinces. There was much eeference paid
them. The order of knights at this time decreased in honor
because freedmen often became knights and their successors as
a result were descendants from servile families. There freedmen
were often very wealth^s for although they were generally of low
extraction^by their good qualities many of them often amassed
great fortunes. These men made themselves^ when possible friends
of the emperor by doing little kindnesses for him and in this way
many of them became powerful factors in the state. As the number
of knights was unlimited, many of these freedmen were allowed to
assume that ranl^,and even slaves when they received their freedom
were allowed to wear the gold rings of the knights. Martial with
biting sarcasm refer^s to the fetters of Zoilus as his first
rings (1) since now he owns a new golden one. The knights as
well as the senators had seats reserve^-"" in the theatre^(2) To
be allowed this privile ge the knights had to possess fortunes
amounting to at least four hundred thousand secesterces. This
honor was evidently sought for because Martial tells us of a man
Gaurus who tried to induce a Praetor to lend him "a hundred
thousand sesterces that he might add it to his own money that he
might enjoy the full privileges of a knight. (3)
(1) Book III - 29.
(2) Book 111 - 95.
(3) Book IV - 47.
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There were some true knights and when the rulA v/as
passed concerning the seating of the knights nome of these men
were pleased and I.iartial says one of them remarked- " At length
we can sit more at ease; the dignity of the knight is now restorer;
we are not pressed or contaminated by the mob." (1)
As in modern times nearly all the professions were repre-
sented at Rome; and we find mention of doctors (2) law;;ers (3)
schoolmasters (4) and artists. (5) All these professions except
the bar had been taken possession of mostly by Greeks; some of
them were even slaves. The law was the most popular profession
for the Roman youths and in consequence there v/ere so many law-
yers that the profession was over crowded and there were numerous
advocates that Y/ere as poor in talents as they were in gold.
Martial tells us of a bawling lawyer named Caecilianus in the
following manner. " The judge has reluctantly permitted you
Caecilianus on your loud importunity, to exhaust the clepsydra
seven times. But you talk much and long; and bending half back-
wards you quaff tepid water out of glasses. To satisfy at once
your voice and your thirst, pray drink from the clepsydra itself
(6).
(1) Book V -8.
(2) Book 1-47.
(3) Book V - 33.
(4) Book X - G2.
(5) Book I - 109.
(6) Book VI - 35.
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The lawyers were designated by large gold rings which they wore,
that is the wealthier ones and the poorer ones rented the rings
and wore them that they might have the appearance of prosperity.
The legal profession was considered a lucrative one and when
Martial first came to Rome he was urged to become a lewyer (1)
but he preferred the literary profession. He advised Valerius
Flaccus to be a lawyer (2) and he tells us that a certain Caius
says " You will enrich yourself, if you will go to the bar." (3)
The successful lawyers however were few and the briefless advocat
were many. (4
)
The profession of teaching was one that received little
pay and no thanks. The teachers were not much respected and
an
Martial evidently disliked some of them for he says in^ epitaph on
Philaenus " That he hopes that the earth may lie lightlji on him
and may he be pressed with a thin covering of sand that the dogs
may not be prevented from rooting up his bones." (5) He also
says that at Rome he is often annoyed by the man who is explain-
ing to his scholars about the moon in eclipse and the Colchian
magic rhomb. (6)
(1) Book 1-17.
(2) Book I - 7o.
(3) Book II - 30.
(4) Inge Roman Society,
(5) Book IX - 29.
(C) Book XII - 57.
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Martial addressed one of his epigrams directly to the master
of a noisy school in his neighborhood. He accuses the pedagogue
of disturbing him even before the crested cocks have broken
silence. He tells him that he is the "object abhorred alike by
boys and girls" (1) It is interesting to notice here that in this
period girls were sent to school as well as boys, and from Mart-
ial's statement we are lead to believe that they attended the
same school. Where the family was wealthy a slave who was
capable of teaching was retained and while the education of
girls was more elementary than that of the boys, they generally
were given the same educational advantage until the time came
for them to receive the instruction of the mother in caring for
a house.
Of the profession of literature we have made slight
mention in connection with Martials own life. He complained of
v/ant of patronage and flatterers and fawns beneath his dignity
for the sake of pecunary gifts. Writers could scarcely live on
the income from their books, but even we cannot have sympathy
for their shameless begging. There v/as no such custom as grant-
ing a copyright and for that reason works were stolen by infer-
ior authors and claimed as their own. Besides this there were
imitators 7/ho followed always the example of some great writer.
This was especially displeasing to Martial for he says to Tucca
that no matter what style of literature he adopts, Tucca immedi-
ately imitates it. In despair Martial finally ends the epigram
(1) Book IX - 68.
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by insisting that Tucca shall determine some r^pecies of writing
that he doe:, not like and Liartial will ^'take--' that as his,(l) no
matter what it may be. Writers v/ere subjected to many kinds of
annoyances; they were copied, they were tormented by young liter-
ary aspirants and even after the labor of writing was completed
they were cheated by the book dealers. I'hese dealers bought the
books at reduced rates and then employed slave labor to copy them.
This came to be such an art and could be done so quickly that the
cost of production was much less than it is at the present. The
dealers, however, did not hesitate to ask exorbitant prices for
a book which they realized deserved praise. Llartial tells
Lupercus that he can buy his works at the book shop of Atrectus,
a book well smoothed with pumice and adorned with purple, for
five denarii. When Lupercus complained that the book was too
expensive. Martial agreed that he was right.
None of the writers were too proud to accept pecuniary
aid. We know that Pliny sent Iviartial a "viaticum" for his last
journey to Spain. However they were proud of their position and
were not willing to change for a more lucrative one. Martial
intimates when he is advised to go to the Bar that he would prefer
agriculture (2). Farming was an occupation for the better classe.s
and Martial more than once expressed a desire to be a farmer: he
(1) Book XII - 94.
(2) Book 1-17.
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often longed for his little farm in Spain. But he is so versatili
that although he once says " Res magna est Tite, quam facit colonil|s**
in an other place he ridicules the farmer; says that" he is
intoxicated overfed and makes nothing." (1) H3 laughs at them
for so foolishly managing their affairs that they have "to buy
their produce in Rome."
As a profession, medicine did not rank high and though it
was a very lucrative position it was generally held by freedmen
or slaves. It was often entered without training except an agree-
able manner and a sptpply of effrontery. (2) Martial is most bitter
in his denunciation against doctors because he considered them
licenced murderers. He tells us that Diaulus, lately a doctor
became an undertaker; what he does now as an undertaker he used
to do as a doctor. (3) In still another epigram he thus addressed
a bad doctor; " You are now a gladiator; You were previously an
oculist; You do now v/hat you used to do as a gladiator. " (4)
We shall now consider other classes of Roman society.
The '-^irst class of common people to be mentioned is one
that is peculiarly Roman in type* It consisted of the clients,
men who were dependent upon the gifts of a patron, or men who for
the sake of political advantage or protection attached themselves
(1) Book All - 76.
(2) Inge, Roman Society.
(5) Book 1 - 17.
(4) Book VIII - 74;
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to some wealthy or influential man in the state; this system
may have been the foundation of the feudalism of later times.
Among the poorer and dependent clients were found those who at-
tached themselves to some rich man and as a reward for attending
every want of his patron the clients received small gifts called
"sportulae." This sportulae was first given as an allowance for
food instead of a meal at the house of the patron; but it came
to be given in other cases as well. V/hen the clients were invited
to a meal with the patron they generally received an inferior
quality of food and wine. The sportulae was generally a hundred
farthings and it seemed that this was not always sufficient to
supply the demand of the client. Flaccus complains that his
sportulae is a miserable sum in the midst of the sumptuous bsTlSis
of Baiae.
In Martial's time the sportulae began to diminish and
complaints were made that the good days of clients were over.
Domitian finally made a law abolishing the giving of these gifts
and in a complaint against this Martial says that now the patrons
will again be forced to give regular dinners. (1)
The largest class at Rome was the one composed of the
trades people. It is a surprising fact that almost all modern
trades of great importance were at this time represented at Rome.
These trades people considered their particular line as a profess-
ion and Martial introduces the men to us with the characterizing
(1) Book 111 - 7.

elements of this particular trade. These people constituted a
lower class socially and were not considered as very intellectual
persons. Martial tells us book selling was flourishing business;
he describes for ur, the interior of a book shop situated opposite
Caesar's forum by telling us that it had "pillars at each side
covered over with titles of books, as that you may quickly run
over the names of all the poets". (1) The copying of books ras
done very speedily by slaves and it made the cost of the produc-
tion of books even cheaper than it is today.
The Roman barbers are mentioned and evidently those men
v/hcna. Martial has imortalized in his verses were pleasing to him.
He pays considerable tribute to a certain Pantagothus because
of his skill. (2) The barber shcps were much frequented by the
young bloods of the time and were almost as popular resorts for
gossiping as the baths.
Martial tells us about the auctioneers and the criers.
He tells us that the former attempted to be witty and tried to
make sales by means of catchy remarks. " A certain way of an
auctioneer he tells us , overreached his mark and was so anxious
to sell that people became suspicious and refused to buy the land
he offered. Some of the trades he only mentioned just enough,
for us to know that they existed. There were those whose trade
(1) Book 1 - 117.
(2) Book VI ~ 52.
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was very prominent and corresponds to the modern tailor; his
business was to whiten and mend dirty and torn togas. There
were the bakers and little shops; Martial tells us of one who
was bold enough to take up the profession of law!, and he tells
him although he is a lawyer he has not le¥t his former position
because now he makes both bread and flour. (1) ^he only mention
Martial makes of a cobbler is in a derogatory way. One had ob-
tained a legacy by fraud and was living in an extravageni" way:
the poet reminds him that at one time it was his business " to
stretch old skins with his teeth and to bite old soles of shoes
besmeared with mud." (2) From these remarks it is evident that
Martial cared little for the cobbler and there even seems to be
just a tinge of jealousy in the remark.
In this middle class, there were people who follov/ed
professions that can not be designated as trades. In this group
Martial mentions the juggler, the buffoon or jester^ the gladiator
the pugilist and the professional poisoner. The jugglers seem
to have been adepts in their art; to have even peirformed tricks
that were dangerous and no matter under what circumstances the
jugglers had to act, the experts seldom made mistakes. (3) The
buffoons, like those of later times, had as their business the
task of entertaining people with their witty jokes; they were
(1) Book VIll - 16.
(2) Book IX - 73.
(3) Book IX - 38.

op
not an object of high regard but as only a means for passing a
few pleasant moments. (1) These jesters w^re sometimes slaves
and were sold as such. Martial addresses Gargilianus concerning
a jester in this way." I have bought what you call a fool for
twenty thousand sesterces* Return me my money, Gargilianus; he
is no fool at all." (2)
The gladiator and the pugilist were most prominent at
the public games where they fought against each other or against
wild animals. They were quite inliuman in their treatment of one
another. Domitian revived in his time all the old games of the
Latian arena. Martial describes a contest between Priscus and
Verus. These men had been fighting for a long time equally. The
law was to fight till by his thum)>one of the pair proclaimed
himself vanquished. Finally an end was found for the well match
ed contest; equal they fought, equal they resigned. Caesar sent
rewards to each of them, which showed the magnaminity of the em-
peror. ( 3
)
We have already spoken about the professional poisoners^
who for a small sum put people out of the way with the greatest
ease and skill. (4) The skilled thief was one of the other
professions. Martial tells us of a certain fellow who had but
(1) Book VII - 76.
(2) Book Vlll - 13.
(3) De Spectaculis - 29.
(4) Book Vll - 66.
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one eye and a blind cavity for the other, who wr.s especially
export in thievery. He robbed the servants of cups and spoons;
he even robbed the nlunibering slave of his lighted lamp, but
Martial does credit him with a great deal of cunning.
The lowest class of professionals were the beggars. These
men made it their special business to ask for alms. They banded
themselves together and had regular stations. These men really
had a comparatively easy mode of life. Martial advised a des-
titute man to become a beggar rather than starve in honest
indigence.
The most numerous class in Rome was the slaves. They
were for the most part foreigners and at this time it was con-
sidered quite the thing to possess a number 6f Oriental slaves;
there were slaves for every kind of work. There were in Rome
many many wealthy people from the East and these families and
the wealthy parvenus were most extravagent in slaves. Of
this latter class there was a certain Zoilus who had a slave to
hand him tooth picks., one to have a fan, one to scare away the
flies and still another whose business it was to pass her skilled
hand over all his limbs (l) while he reclined at the banquet
table; thus we can see to what an excession the division of
slave labor was carried. A man of self respect would have dis-
pensed with these ministers of self indulgence and idleness.
(1) Book III - 82.
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Slaves W9re treated with no respect what ever and were
regarded as mere chattels to be bought and sold at the whim of
the master. Martial tells us of one infamous master who branded
one of his most faithful slaves on the fere head.(l) Although
the slaves were often surrounded by the luxury of their extravag-
ant owners their lot was a hard one; and it was particularly
hard for those slaves who often were the intellectual superior
of their owner. It is said that the slave population was a
veritable hotbed of vice and that it contaminated all with which
it came in contact. Slavery was one of the causes of the great
idleness of the Romans, and was instrumental in the decay of
Roman power. (2)
(e) Marriage and Education.
As in many eastern countries, at Rome every detail of
marriage was arranged by men and the women were not even consulted
the only point gained by them was the fact that after marriage
th,ey were allowed much more freedom. The institution of marriage
was not held in the highest esteem and Martial tells us that with
the laxity of family life and the freedom of divorce that the
sanctity of marriage and the purity and dignity of the Roman
matron declined. When the question of choosing a wife arose it
was thought that in one respect rich women were desirable, but
(1) Book III - 21.
(2) Dill,- Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Amelius.
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they wore not much sought after by wise men becaune the complete
change from seclusion to liberty made them exceedingly difficult
to manage. Martial evidently knows the truth of this for con-
cerning marriage he said;-
"Uxorem quare locupletem ducere nolim qaaeritis? Uxori nubere
nolo meae." (l ).
Thus since poor and rich women alike were undesirable., many
men never married at all. On account of this adultery was
prevalent in Rome and there was danger of race suicide. In an
attempt to rectify this unnatural condition Domitian made some
laws that he hoped would revive chastity in the state. (2)
The condition was somewhat relieved but there vms still many
evils that the law seemed to shelter. (3) The idleness of the
Romans and the . distribution of public funds, which we have
mentioned before, the amusement of the time, the feeling that
to be childless was a virtue and the open disgust for marriage
all were prominent in lowering the former standard of mortality
and checking the growth of population* The desti^uction of public
::pirit as a result was complete.
We have already referred to the education of Romans. The
boys and girls were, it seems sent to school together and were
anc^K
instructed in mathematics^ astronomy. (4) They must have had
(1)
(2) Book VI - 4.
(3) Book VI - 7.
(4) BookXIl - 57.
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some literary study because Martial tells us he was so popular
that even the school masters read his works to the pupils.
Beyond these few studies Martial makos very little mention of any
thing in an educational line; but from the works of Pliny the
Elder we know that other studies were considered, Pliny was the
contemporary of Martial and in his Natural History he deals
with geography, anthropology, human physiology zoology and com-
parative physiology, botany, including agriculture and horticul-
ture medicine, mineralogy and the fine arts, (l)
(f) Amusements.
Martial devotes one whole book which he designates as
" De Spectaculis" in describing the scenes prevalent at the
Roman shows. Although they had some what deteriorated from
their former splendor, they were still retained as one of the
principal features to divert the mind of the emperor from all
business cares and as a means of amusement for all classes. The
sports of the arena were sometimes clean, wholesome amusements
but more often they were degrading and show the laxity of morals
which was prevalent at that time. It is a strange paradox of
the Roman people that v/ith the culture and refinement they poss -
essed there were not many of them but enjoyed the brutal scenes
of the arena.
(1) Mackail, Latin Literature.
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We ini;jht first consider the gladiatoral combats with
wild beasts. Martial tells us that bears (1),lions [2), bullsCs!
and rhinoceroses were introduced into the arena to afford amuse-
ment for the spectators. These beasts were wild enough when
captured in their original state, but they were made even more
savage and vicious on account of the treatment they received at
the hands of their keepers for the animals were almost starved
or beaten to make them angry before the fights so that the fight
might be all the more interesting. Animals of an equal size
were pitted against each other for Martial tolls us of a combat
between a rhinoceros and a bull. (4) The rhinoceros so excelled
the bull in strength that it tossed the bull atyout with its
tusk as though it were a ball. Very like the Spanish bull
fights of the present time, the animals were irritated by flourish||-
• ing in their faces a ball covered with red cloth. Tv/o incidents
set forth by Martial shows the brutality of the age. A criminal
was corap^elled to act the part of Daedalus and was precipitated
by the failure of his wings among a crowd of hungry lions. (5)
But more disgraceful than this^a woman vvas put into the arena
and compelled to fight with a Nemeam lion. And Martial himself
(1) De Spectaculis - 11."
(2( 10.
(3) " " 5.
(4) " " 9.
(5) " " 8.
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was so lacking in strength of character that in place of denounc-
ing an affair of that sort .he, hoping to praise Domitian, says
that the warrior Mars served him in arms but when that did not
suffice hira^ Venus, herself served him.(l)
In the second place there was racing in the circus. In
Rome at an earlier date there had been four guilds of charioteers,
each with its characteristic color; but in Martial's time the
number of factions had decreased to two, the red and white having
been completely eclipsed. There was the keenest rivalry between
the people whose admiration was with either the blue or the
green. I.lartial speaks particularly of a certain charioteer of
the green faction, who often won the palm and carried off many
prizes. (2) Vv'e might conclude that Inartial was a supporter of
the green faction since it was the only side he mentioned
favorably. Still another p[$r^forraance to be seem at the Roman
form
circus was the modern vaudeville ; these consisted of a degraded^^
of pantomines, dancing, street musicans and the tricks of
jugglers. None of the people who took part in these shows had
any social prestige what ever and they were generally slaves or
prisoners. The juggler did all sorts of dangerous tricks on
stages built for the purpose; these stages were often slippery
from showers of saffron. (3) One of the pantomines that Martial
(1) De Spectaculis 6.
(2) Book XI - 33.
(3) Bokk IX - 38.
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tells us was enacted was a very elaborate affair; it was an
exhibition of one of the sea fight in which Augustus participated
In the mimic fight Domitian had "Triton with his chariots
glowing along a foaming ocean course and Nereus (1) in all his
splendor. Telethusa was one of the dancers whom he learned
was skilled in displaying attractive gestures to the sound of
her Spanish castanets and in dancing the sportive dances of
Cadiz. (2)
The theatre was another form of amusement but it was not
an important one; never the less the people were far from in-
different to the pleasures of the stage. Just as there were
favorite charioteers so there were favorite ectors.(3) Plays
were given but they had inferior plots and there are none of
them left today that are of primary importance. The same
brutality, or we might call it a lack of delicacy, was evident
at the theatre as well as in the arena. In an epigram on
Laurelos Martial refers to a Ballet or Drama, composed either
by Naerius or Ennius, in which a certain Laurelos, a noted
robber was crucified on the stage. Usually the death was simply
a stage death, without harm to the actor. Domitian had the honor
of introducing a real death,that of an unfortunate wretch already
(1) De Spectaculis. 28.
(2) Book VI - 71.
(3) Inge, Roman Society.
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condemned for the amusement of this dft3stible people. Cl) The
whole book of"Ue Spectaculis" is filled with atrocities and shows
an absence of all feeling of aversion or of compassion. The exam-
ple of Laurelos, tied across, and then torn by a bear is a good
example of the age. These shows v;ere given at all public festi-
vals; they were also given by families at the death of relatives
or by rich trade men who were desirous of acquiring a social
position. Martial notices and ridicules a spectacle given by a
shoe maker at Bologna, and a fuller at Modena. He scornfully ask
" Now where will the inn keeper exhibit (2)
Another form of amusement were the baths strange as it
may seem these resorts were established for pleasure more than
for the sake of cleanliness. Of course the wealthier classes
hti.d their private baths but the most numerous ones were public.
The public resorts were small copies of the more private baths
and were furnished on a more moderate scale; probably they were
private speculations with a small price of admisnion. These
thermae had air and water baths of every kind with gynmasiums,
and probably libraries, ( 5 ) There was every thing there to amuse
the patrons before and after the bath. Martial tells us that
ambitious declaimers often went to the baths and victimized the
bathers by reciting to them.
(1) De Spectaculis. 7.
(2) Book III - 59.
(3) Inge.
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The tenacity of tho literary aspirants made many people miserable
The moral effects of the baths were very bad; although strict
rules were made in the beginning, they soon grew lax and in
Martial's time the people were so depraved that both sexes finally
came to meet at the baths. Of course the women were not respect-
able ones but it illustrates the moral laxity that any sort of
women should be there
. There were laws made and partly kept that
the women should have separate rooms and times for bathing but
they were not closely observed. There were several baths that
were not considered very reputable^ among them those of Agrippa,
Nero, Gryllus and Titus. The most popular resort of this kind
especially among the wealthier was at Baiae. Cl)
Field sports were common among the Romans; hunting was
most popular and we find many references to the different kinds;
hares were followed on foot and snared in nets. In an epigram on
a limed bear Martial tells ms that while Bruin was rolling himsel
impetuously on the blood stained arena, he lost the power of
flight, entailed in a bird snare. Then in a humorous way he
advises the hunter to lay aside his glittering hunting spears
since he can catch beasts on the open plains with a bird snare
and despatch them with his hunting knife at his ease. (2) Wild
boar was a favorite diet for the Roman banquet and in consequence
was much sought after; it was
(1) Book VI - 43.
(2) De Spectaculis. - II.
I!
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hunted with dogs and the chase was generally a mounted one.
Fishing was also a popular past-time and even at this early date
fishing was done both with bait and fly. It is an indirect way
that Martial tells us about the methods of fishing. In an
epigram to Quintianus he says; Gifts are like fish hooks, for
who does not know that the greedj^^char is deceived by the fly
which he swallows. (1)
The Romans had a great many games they practiced for
their amusement aid ph^/'sical development. There were several
different kinds of ball games played. Martial tells us there
was a ball used that was stuffed with feathers that was called
a pagonica. (2) Then there was the harpasta(3) or small hand
ball. A bladder foot ball (4) was used in the games and Martial
tells us that foot ball ( unlike the game of the present day)
was for boys and old men to play. There were different ways of
exercising in the gymnasiums. We find mentioned the used of
dumb bells, (5) and the practice of throwing quoits(G); there
was also a wrestling school or palaestra where the Roman youths
(1) Book V - 18.
(2) Book XIV - 45.
(3) " - 48.
(4) - 47.
(5) " - 49.
(6) -164.
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learned to be graceful and swift in their movernentsd). A game
that children played was hoop rolling; this afforded much fun
for the little folks because there were small rings attached to
the hoops that made a jingling sound. Martial tells us of a
game that was played with nutsCs) that was a gambling game and
allowed only at the time Saturnalia. There was a game called
Robbers which is supposed to have been something like chess,
draughts or some kind of besieging game; but by far the most
exciting to the Romans was the throwing of dice (3). The chance
element undoubtedly lent enchantment to the game; the hope for
gain was also attractive but gambling was forbidden except on
certain festal days. Inhere were regular gaming tables for dice,
one compartment of which was adapted for the throwing the ivory
tali, the other for moving men, resembling chess men according
to the throw of the dice. A man was taken when he was hemmed
in between two of the adversary's men.
Martial tells us about some festivals which the Romans
held, the most prominent of which was the Saturnalia. This
festal day corresponds to our Christmas. Originally it lasted
for one day, then the time whs lengthened by Nero to three days
and later to five. The celebration began on December 17 and it
was the occasion of much joy and feasting. The best known
(1) Book XIV - 50.
(2) « - 18.
(3) - 14.
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feature was the part played by the slaves frr at this time they
were waited on by their masters and treated as their equalsfl).
As a general rule the slaves went bare headed but at this time
they were allowed to wear the cap of liberty. The playing of
dice and gambling was allowed without fear of persecution by
the Aedile. There was a general mingling of all the classes
even the knights and the lordly senators delighted in the festive
robe(2). The time was spent ealling on friends, sending congrat-
ulations, attending the games and at this time inexpensive pres-
ents were always exchanged. The whole fourteenth book of Martial
consists of little bits of sentiment that were sent with the
Satumalian and birth day gifts. There were all kinds of presents
such as wax candles, and little images which were either made
of earthem ware or pastry. Gifts were also given at the recov-
ery of persons from illness.
(g) Luxury.
The general heading of luxury will, of necessity, include
many phases in the life of the Romans. First we will discuss the
homes of the upper classes. As has been evident^ it is generally
found that only the wealthier classes furnish the material for
descriptions of these times. The private houses of the wealthy
nobles were veiy elegant in the style of architecture as well
(1) Fowler, Roman Festivals.
(2) Book XIV - 1.
r
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as in the furnishings. In every large house there was an "atrium"
or reception room; all the rooms that were thrown open to the
public were in the front of the house and in these: rooms could
be found the display of wealth. The private apartments were
generally in the back of the house, well protected from the noise
and disturbances of the street; these rooms were furnished usually
on an humble scale. The house cannot be definitely described
but Martial tells us something of them
"Atria longa patent. Sed nec cenantibus usquam Nec somno
locus est. Q,uam bene non habitas."
He also tells us that'.^the portico of this house stood an hundred
columns and was paved with polished marble; that around the
house were laurel groves, avenues of plane trees, and towering
cypresses; there were capacious baths in connection with it but
still Martial contended that it was not a comfortable home for
there was no place to eat or sleep. The rich men who could afford
hDusee Hke the one just described, often ovmed not only town houses
,
but possessed country estates that were ideal parks. Martial
complains that he lives up three flights of stairs, in a house
against the street where he hears the " blear-eyed huckster of
matches, the money changers, the gabbling sailors, and the
bawling school master; he wishes that he might change places
with Sparsus in his country home where he has on his own premises
even a retired carriage drive. (1) Some of these houses had in
(1) Book Xli - 57.
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connection with them, elegant green houses which furnished flov^er
for all the religious and festial services. We are told that the
green houses produced violets, lilies and roses; Martial says
that winter offered Domitian a forced chaplet for though the
^ , „ be had'rose was formerly a flower of spring, it now can'^at'his bidding.
(1) There were orange and myrtle trees in these green houses
that were protected against the cold northern winds. Priedlander
thought the one million sesterces was enough to furnish an(^
elegant home or even a palace. He based this statement on an
epigram to Q.uintus in which he says that the "not over large
stock of furniture cost him a million'.' (2) There is very little
mention made of the furnishings of the houses except to say they
were extravagant. Amornus, a certain man who wished to sell
his house, hoped to over reach his purchaser by art and cunning
so he adorned it with rich furniture; there were couches gemmed
with tortoise shell and valuable solid furniture of citron wood
from Africa; there were silver and gold vases supported upon a
Delphic table of extraordinary beauty (3).
The clothes of the wealthier classes v/ere very elegant
and there was little difference except in color and material
because there was one distinctive style for all true Roman
citizens. The toga was the national dress and formerly it was
(1) Book XIII - 127,
(2) Book III - G2.
(3) Book XI1-.66.
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worn by both sexes; but' in Ivlartial*s time only women of ques
tionable character wore the toga along With the tunic.
It was usual custom for all the spectators to appear
in white at the games and iviartial tells us that the Gods nent
a snow down on a man who wore a black robe to show their dis-
pleasured). This white covering was usually in the form
of a cloak and was put on over the toga (2); to this cloak
a kind of hood was attached which fell down over the shoulders
(3). There was also a special robe which was worn at the fest
iVals and which was called the synthesis(4 ) ; it was worn
in place of the toga. The materials used were linen. Cotton
and wool and these materials were neVer very beautiful. The
dress of even the wealthy Romans was simple; the extravagance
was not displayed in the goods or fashion but in the frequent
changes of clothing. Martial tells us of a certain Zoilus who
was so extravagant that he changed his garments eleven times
during one meal[nominally for the sake of keeping cool when
really it was only ostentation(5 ) . This Zoilus was a freedraan
who lived in a very extravagant manner. In another epigram
(1) Book IV - 3.
(2) Book XIV - 137.
(3) Book XIV - 139.
(4) Book XIV - 141,
(5) Book V - 79.
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against Zoilus, when satirizing his qualities as a spend^J^hri f
t
Martial says that he was ill simply because he had such a gorgeou
bed; he used scarlet coverlets steeped in the perfumes of Sidon.
His illness was only another display of idle wealth.
Women were fond of aH-ldim-s^ earrings, necklaces,
bracelets and rings. The pearl seemed to have been the favored
and
gem ^. they were highly valued. Martial " tells of one foolish
woman Gallia who swore, not by gods and goddesses but by her
pearls. She embraced them, she covered them with kisses; she
called them brothers and sisters, loved them more than her two
children and even said that she could not live an hour if she
were deprived of them. Then Martial sarcastically adds for such
a woiran the hand of Annoeus Serenus , a noted thief might be
turned to account (l). Not only were the women enthusiastic
about jewelry for Martial tells us that the poet Stella wore on
his fingers sardonyxes, emeralds
, diamonds and jaspers (2).
Even the slaves who had been freed are said to have dressed
elegantly and scrupulously clean; they also wore jewelry (3).
Many persons who could not afford jewelry of their own^^rented
rings so that they had at least the appearance of wealth. It
seems that the freed men more than any other class were noted
(1) Book VIII - 81.
(2) Book V - 11.
(3) Book II - 29.
I•i
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for the luxury of their homes, their entertainments and their
clothing; they hoped to gain social prestige by their splendor.
Not only were the Romans extravagant as to homes, dress
and ornaments but also in the matter of food and drink. No
people more than the Romans seem to have loved an excellent
meal. In the morning soon after rising the average citizen
sat down to a light breakfast of bread and fruits. Then came
an early lunch at which meat, fish and eggs were served. At
three or four the regular dinner was begun. At this meal the
Romans seldom ate alone and the meal lasted two or three hours.
The meal was served on a table made in the shape of an open
quadrilateral and the feasters gathered about reclining on
the
luxurious couches. These things show^^habit' of the wealthier
class and at least those of moderate circumstances. Martial
tells Turanius that if he will come to dine with him he will
have Gappadocian lettuce and leeks; ( the tunny will lurk under
slices of egg) a cauliflower hot, will be served fresh and green
while sausages will float on snow white porridge and pale beans
will acGoiapany the red streaked bacon. Raisi-ns, Syrian pears and
roasted chestnuts were served as dessert(l). Y/ine was always
served with the dinner and Falernian, Caecuban and Opimian^' (2)
were the favorites. The Romans were very particular concerning
their wine and took care that it should be old and kept in well
(1) Book V - 78.
(2) Book IX - 87.
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sealed bottles. There were notq^orthy cooks who particularily
excelled in arranging banqmets. The menus for banquets were
much more attractive and extensive than the feast Martial
gave his friends; Martial was a poor man and could not vie with
the more wealthy people who hired or owned cooks who were always
striving to create some new dish or to serve the old in some new
way that would make their masters the envy of their friends.
Mullets were attractive as food; one of the most skillful
feats for the cooks in preparing a banquet was cooking a whole
wild boar or a pea-cock. A banquet v/as not considered complete
unless a wild boar was part of the menu. These elegant dinners
besides being given by the nobility, were often part of the
programs of rich person who desired to make a display of their
wealth; these feasts were prepared and served by a large number
of attendants and slaves. The number of slaves v/as another
indication of wealth. The Romans loved a display and often had
the appearance of wealth when even the plate on which the dinners
were served was rented.
Conclusion.
In Martials writings v/e see portrayed the average
life of the average Roman citizen at an age when the toils and
turmoils of war were absent. It seems that the Roman was so
constituted that he need the patronism «firoused by war to place
him at his best; idleness seemed to take away the manliness so
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characteristic of the old Roman. Because of the condition of
the times men were not strong enough to assort themselves
either intellectually or morally. Men had one ideal at this
time which never wavered, the gaining of money. This money
bought the luxury the Romans craved. But while i-iartial is
better in denouncing the evils of the time we must remember that
he was a poor man and had a much keener tongue for deploring the
wrong than for praising the good. It is true that from a social
point of view the prevalent luxury was enjoyed by a small class
at the Roman capitol. But it must be remembered that the luxury
was also democratic, because the wealthy class furnished the
money that made possible the erection of monuments, baths and
amphio-theatres for the masses, and made public works,roads and
aqueducts, works of universal utility.
We cannot consider the life of the Roraamfi eless for his
day was filled with many duties. For the average citizen Martial
tells us, had this routine for the day; he rose at dawn and
addressed his prayers to the Gods; he visted his slaves and his
fields and alloted to his people the portion of work due to
each one
. Then he read, invoked Phoebus, and solicited the
muse. Next he anointed himself with olive oil and took gertle
exercise in the palaestrJi ; then he dined, sang, .bathed, supped
and went to bed (1) perfectly satisfied with the day. This was
the program of the great majority of men at this time. Of course
(1) Suppositions. Epigrams I.
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those interested in politics had other duties of state that had
to be considered. This sort of life was not strenuous enough
to keep the Roman keyed to his best and it is not to be wondered
at, that these conditions along with self indulgence and
extravagance were instrumental in the weakening of the Roman char
acter. Too little interested in integrity, and intellectual
development, and on the othert*hand too much occupied with
themselves the Romans led a listless, aimless sort of life
that explains in part the gradual decay of power of the Roman
Smpire.
History, as well as literature, owes a debt to Martial
for the valuable information which he gives us of his time.
His skilled pen may be too severe in its criticism but w-^ must
believe that the conditions he described existed or he "would
never have alluded to such things. Although a Spaniard by
birth, he was a Roman at heart and it grieved him to see such
laxity of morals; he was pure himself and he longed for the same
purity in his loved state.
Ii
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